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Abstract
WSNs are designed to efficiently collect data and monitor environments, among other applications. This article describes the concept and realization of an Active Security System for security management of warehousing of chemical substances using WSNs. We present an approach to modeling and simulating cooperation between intelligent products that are equipped with a platform of sensor networks and ambient communication capabilities to increase their security, in a context of ambient intelligence of a deposit for chemical
substances. Behavior evolution of every intelligent product is modeled by hierarchical Petri Nets. The simulation of the model is implemented in the Castalia-OMNET++ Tools language.
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1. Introduction
Amongst the main constraints and objectives in industrial
processes is the security issue. Especially, in industrial
environment workers have to deal with unavoidable threats from products, resources and machines that are parts
of work risks. Currently, many security systems depend
on safety measurements that are taken by interacting devices eventually exposing people’s lives to unpredictable
situation as an example in storage and transport activities
of hazardous chemical substances.
Our research approach to study such fully distributed
and discrete industrial environment which is based on
communicating object’s concept which represents a
physical product equipped with perception, communication, actuation and decision making capabilities.
The communicating object’s approach has attracted
the interest of several research projects as COBIS project
(Collaborative Business Items) [1] that has developed a
new approach to business processes involving physical
entities such as goods and tools in enterprise. The intention is to embed business logic in the physical entities.
Also, the computing department at Lancaster University
[2] conceived cooperative products with perception,
analysis and communication capacities that operated by
information sharing principle. Also, [3] is considering
Copyright © 2011 SciRes.

the problem of Object Safety: how objects endowed with
processing, communicating, and sensing capabilities can
determine their safety. He assigned an agent to each object capable of looking out for its own self interests,
while concurrently collaborating with its neighbors and
learning/reinforcing its beliefs from them. Each product
is represented by “an object safety agent”, it deals with
information from environmental sensors, in a known situation. When the agent detects a threat, it seeks confirmation from its neighbors.
Ambient intelligence and communication technologies
bring new visions in creating reliable systems for security management where dangerous products can be turned
into smart products to control, prevent and react to security threats in the ambient process. Each product plays
the role of an active node of the overall security system
by means of an embedded reactive model for the security
assurance.
The concept of intelligent products supported by a
model that we propose, offers the possibility for objects
to interact between them in an autonomous, transparent
and intelligent way, without any human help. Indeed, the
model presented exploits the advantages offered by a network of sensors to generate active interactions between
the products in order to guarantee active security, i.e., an
interaction bilateral protected, transparent, autonomous
and intelligent.
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The aim of this work is to propose a Petri nets hierarchical modeling framework with internal cooperation
model of intelligent products by using the High Level
Petri Nets (HLPN) formalism. Conceptual modeling was
validated by the software CPN-Tools from Aarhus University [4]. An internal model of an active product is implemented and then was validated by the simulation software Castalia based on the OMNET platform.
Our paper is organized as follows: After the introduction, the second part presents the ambient intelligent concept and the intelligent product. The third part presents
the ambient security management system and the cooperation mechanisms between products based on messages exchanges. Section 4 exposes the Petri Nets modeling
of a cooperation of intelligent products. Finally the last
part will expose the simulation results of the system.
Future research developments will be discussed in the
conclusion.

2. Ambient Intelligence (AmI)
Ambient Intelligence (AmI) [5-7] is growing fast as a
multidisciplinary approach which can allow many areas
of research to have a significant beneficial influence into
our society. AmI has a decisive relation with many areas
in computer science. The relevant areas are depicted in
Figure 1. Here we must add that whilst AmI nourishes
from all those areas, it should not be confused with any
of those in particular. Networks, sensors, interfaces, ubiquitous or pervasive computing and AI are all relevant
but none of them conceptually covers AmI. It is AmI
which puts together all these resources to provide flexible and intelligent services to users acting in their environments.
As Raffler succinctly expressed [8], AmI can be defined as: A digital environment that supports people in
their daily lives in a nonintrusive way.

Human
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Ambient
Intelligence
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Figure 1. Relation between AmI and other areas.
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AmI is aligned with the concept of the disappearing
computer [9,10]: the most profound technologies are
those that disappear. They weave themselves into the fabric of everyday life until they are indistinguishable from
it.

2.1. Intelligent Product
According to [11,12], an intelligent product is defined as
a physical and informational representation of an object
offering the following characteristics:
1) It possesses an unique identification;
2) It is capable to communicate effectively with its environment;
3) It can retain or store data about itself;
4) It deploys a language to display its features and its
needs over its lifecycle;
5) It is capable of participating in or making decisions
relevant to its own destiny;
6) It can survey and control its environment;
7) It can generate interaction by services offering: contextual, personal, reactive services.
It is important to note that in the definition of intelligent product, it is possible to distinguish two levels of
complexity: the product that contains the information in
its environment and a product that supports decisionmaking mechanisms [13]. The latter is more complex
because in this case it must give the product decisionmaking mechanisms in implying that the product must
have a capacity for integrated analysis to assess and
make the best decision according to its condition and
context.
According to [14], the concept of intelligent product is
associated with the act of managing information of an individual product through its life cycle by integrating the
flow of information and equipment to provide services in
an internet network.
As concrete example of applying the concept of intelligent product we quote the traceability [15] in its life
cycle product automatic identification of each individual
product to link a product with its physical representation
of information in a distributed information system. The
goal in this case is to record and update all information
associated with a dynamic product (such as his statements, the operations he has endured ···). Indeed, the introduction of an automatic identification system allows
the physical product to be recognized as providing the information to influence decisions and operations that a system performs with him. This involves assigning a more
active role in a physical product. In this vein, [11] states
that a product is an intelligent article of manufacture, that
has the ability to monitor, analyze and reason about its
current or future, and if it is necessary to influence his
destiny.
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3. Active Security Management System
3.1. General Context
In order to present the general situation of subject, we
have defined the elements which constitute the global
framework of cooperation. A warehouse is an environment where we stoke dangerous chemicals products. In
order to ensure the safety of these products, we will check
only brightness, moisture and temperature. The followup of these variables can help to ensure the wellness of
products.
For example, starting from a value of temperature rather high one can note that the product in subject undergoes poor circumstances from where a critical condition
is announced. Each containing chemicals must be equiped with a node of sensor containing: a temperature gauge,
a sensor of moisture and a sensor of light, have fine to
collect the variables of environment, the cycle of operation of each intelligent product is the following: to acquire the values of the sensors, to evaluate these values
by consulting the clean knowledge base and decision
making after having to compare the variables of environment with the critical variables. All intelligent products communicate with the manager who has the level
higher (as shown in Figure 2). On the other hand, the objective consists with stage the mechanisms of interaction
in which the intelligent product are able to communicate,
acquire information, to decide and react to the stimuli
and disturbances of its environment in order to make it
possible that the product to deal with its intrinsic safety
and total safety in its interactions with other products or
people finally touching a decentralized aspect. But it is
necessary to highlight which the decentralized aspect is

Figure 2. Intelligent product interactions in an AmI environment.
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not single, because, for example, the suitable knowledge
base for have are sent by an administrator who also has
like role of configured remotely these intelligent products. In made, our management system of active safety
includes/understands a whole of product initially intelligent being the subject of the mutual interactions and
sharing between them a flow of information and in second place a manager who undertakes to initialize and to
gather the data coming from each intelligent product. Cooperation between intelligent products takes place by the
exchange of messages.

3.2. Exchanged Messages
Communication between products works by using several types of messages which are sent by a broadcasting
mode and classified according to their.
Product’s announcement in the products’ community
is of great importance for the overall security management. For this, we propose two types of messages:
CTR (Control Timestamp Request): message which
declares to the administrator the arrival of a new product.
Ack_CTR: the acknowledgement message from the administrator.
After registration the product needs a setup configuration to allow it to interact within the community. This
configuration concerns the type of product regarding its
hazardous classification (safety symbols) and its static, dynamic and community related rules as well. When not
configured, a product announces its status with three
types of messages: NCF0: Product has no hazardous classification and no security rules configuration, NCF1: Product has only hazardous classification configuration and
NCF2: Product has only security rules configuration.
Then the system administrator answers by an appropriate product configuration command message respectively: CMD1: Configuration of the product classification and CMD3: Configuration of the security rules.
Once the product is correctly configured; it becomes
completely capable of surveying its neighborhood: it is
now an effective Intelligent Product (IP).
Any environment modification or event that break individual or mutual security rules must be detected by products diagnosed and has to generate external actions allowing to recover the normal safety level by actions or
directed information of the ambient environment. These
interactions are made by means of the following messages: GRE: a greeting message carrying specific product information (name, safety symbols) and has a further
role contributing to the calculation process of the distance separating two IP. RSI: a message sent after reception of a GRE message, indicates the APs Inter-distance
value calculated with the power loss of received signal.
WSN
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INA: this message carries the ambient sensors values embedded in the product. CFG: a message emitted by IP
after an administrator request, contains the specific configuration in the IP. SER: a broadcast message containing the IP security rules values. ALE: an alert message to
report to the administrator about a threat or a defective
security state.
The administrator participates in the communication
part by specific command messages: CMD2: Administrator requires the configuration of the IP through this
message, CMD4: Administrator asks for Security rules
Configurations and CMD5: Administrator asks for specific ambient information of IPs.

ET AL.

and of a capacity of collecting and decision, the IP can
carry out two spot essence to be well as shown in Figure
3. The first spot is the internal monitoring where it becomes able to supervise its vicinity, whereas any modification of its environment, violating the individual or
mutual safety regulations must be detected, analyzed and
finally, following a difference between the variables of
environment and those basic of knowledge, with the reactions are associated such as the sending of Rapp_D to
the manager announcing a state of danger. The second
spot is the monitoring and communication where an IP
must communicate with the products of vicinity.

3.4. Security Rules
3.3. Interaction Mechanism
3.3.1. Centralized Tasks
Then in order to get through chemical community, any
foreign product has to introduce itself to the community
manager, this product has to be announced to the manager by sending a CTR message which is an empty message that affirms to the manager the product being into
the network, this message is sent continuously in broadcast mode until the manager answers by a Ack_CTR message which represents the acknowledgment of the manager after the reception of the CTR message. After having to finish the phase d’ inscription with the network,
the product must ask for to the manager his rules and its
symbols of safety by the sending of messages NCF. The
manager in his turn already identified the product (by
message CTR), can provide him these needs by consulting his database by sending CMD1 containing to him the
symbols for safety or CMD3 containing the safety regulations. It is noticed that the two spots announcement and
configuration obey centralized approaches because each
time the IP must refer to the manager for s’ to identify or
to update its knowledge base. The second spot is the surveillance and communication where an IP must communicate with the products of vicinity. The communication between IPs is done by the greeting message GRE. It
represents a message of greeting carrying information
clean of the product (name, symbols of safety, ···), its current security level; and has as a role to contribute later
on to the computing process of the distance separating
two IPs. As soon as an IP receives a message GRE it will
transmit a Message RSSI (Received Signal Strength Indicator): The information of this type of message contains
mainly the difference in power of the signal. This method of measurement is used to estimate compatibility
with minimal distance between IPs.

To insure a good security surveillance of the product,
three safety levels were established: (G) good level, (A)
average level, (D) dangerous level. Determining security
levels results after applying some security rules which
are divided into three categories: Static rules, Dynamic
rules and Community rules.
3.4.1. Static Rules
Each intelligent product (IP) has environment values
(light, moisture and temperature), in order to avoid bad
reactions, the static rule requires that these variables
didn’t have to exceed breaking values (min or max), following the environment constraints of product (chemical
characteristics). For that, the sensor’s values must be
ones memorized, be compared with a static rules appropriate to the IP. The rules which we defined are founded
on a whole of limits for each size to measure. The temperature has a high limit (HiLim) and low limit (LoLim)
thus defining the safety intervals.
Vs  Vsi , Sensor i value

i  Temperature, Humidity, Light

and

Each sensor value Vsi is characterized by two critical

Sending module
Decision making

Data
Base

Evaluating sensor’s values
Reading sensor’s data
Sensor unit

Recieving module
+ RSSI

Neighbor
product

Environment

3.3.2. Ubiquitous Tasks
Equipped knowledge base (rules and symbols of safety)
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Figure 3. Autonomous behavior of an intelligent product.
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values Vsi min and Vsi max associated also with a safety
margin ΔVsi. For each sensor i, we have to evaluate his
security level Si which is between 3 states: SGi if the value of the sensor i defines a good state, SAi if this value
announces an average or bad state and SDi if the value of
sensor indicates a dangerous state. From where
 SGi if Vsi  Vsi min  Vsi , Vsi max  Vsi 

Si   S Ai if Vsi  Vsi min , Vsi min  Vsi   Vsi max  Vsi , Vsi max 

 S Di if Vsi  , Vsi min   Vsi max ,  
(1)

Ssr is the state to be concluded starting from the static
rules, this state is between good (G), average (A) or dangerous (D).
S sr   D if  i, Si  S Di
(2)

 A if  i, Si  S Di



 i, Si  S Ai

G if  i  Si  S Di

 Si  S Ai
3.4.2. Dynamic Rules
The purpose of these rules is to develop the temporal,
non-existent variable at the static rules. Because, if a bad
condition persists for one considerable period, this state
must be announced as dangerous state. For example, if
the temperature persists in average state for considerable
period, a dangerous state must be announced, also if we
notice a swing between good state and bad condition,
counter must be present to announce a state of danger if
the number of swings exceeds a critical value.
In the same way the dynamic rules Sdr can conclude a
dangerous (D) state described by:
 t1 ,  t  t1 , t1  Tcr  S sr (t )  A

Sdr  D if ou
Occur( S (t ))  n
sr
c


(3)

With Tcr is a critical period fixed according to the product at not overcome when an average state is reached,
and nc is the number of swing of Ssr authorized between
states G and A and Occur is a function initialized with
zero that is incremented when Ssr swings from state G to
state A.
3.4.3. Community Rules
According to their chemical characteristics, certain products can have constraints of compatibility with other products according to the compatibility matrix between
them. So the need of a procedure which seeks to determinate the level of compatibility between products stored
in the same warehouse.
Copyright © 2011 SciRes.
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In the same way the community rules Scr can conclude
one of the 3 states describes previously by:
  S yi  Symbol of product i 


  S yj  Symbol of product j 

Scr  D if And

 FComp  S yj , S yj   Incompatible 


 D  product i, product j   Dmin 

(4)

  S  Symbol of product i 
 yi

  S yj  Symbol of product j 

Scr  A if And


 FComp  S yj , S yj   Incompatible



D
product
i,
product
j

D
,
D


D




min
min


(5)
Scr  G if
  S yi  Symbol of product i 


  S yj  Symbol of product j 

And


  FComp  S yj , S yj   Incompatible



 

  D  product i, product j   Dmin , Dmin  D   

 Or




 F

S , S  Compatible

 Comp  yj yj 

(6)
Where Fcomp(Syi, Syj) is a function which studies the
compatibility between the safety symbols of two products i and j, D (product i, product j) is the distance which
separates these two products, Dmin is a critical distance to
respect when the incompatibility between products and
∆D is a margin of distance fixed by the nature of product.
In end after having gathered the states of each rule
(static, dynamic and community) it is necessary of formalized a global state SG which describes the absolute
circumstances of the product.
SG  f  S sr , Sdr , Scr 

whether   Sr , d r , Cr 
SG   D if  , S  D

 A if    S  D



 , S  A

G if    S  D
 S  A


(7)
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4. Modeling by Petri Nets
Petri Nets are used for a long time as modeling tools of
discrete events systems. Several works opted for the Petri
Nets modeling in fields like communication systems,
flow shop and logistic chain. [16] proposed a model of
TCP/IP communication behavior; [17] presented a model
of a network controlled system.
The major advantages that promote the use of Petri
Nets are, first the possibility to verify the system behavior have good properties and to give specifications in
formal way and to provide graphic of system, and then,
the possibility to model and to simulate the system [18].
The objective of our work is to represent the behavior
of the active product and the stream of messages through
a wireless network in order to achieve interaction between products; we opted for colored Petri Nets models
designed, validated with CPN-Tools software. CPN-Tools
allow creating hierarchical models in order to simplify
complex ones and divide it into other submodels. This
means that in the Hierarchical Petri Net model certain
transitions represent another Petri Net submodel.

4.1. Global Model
The model of cooperation is equipped with six elements
(P1, P2, P3, manager (Administrator), Operator, Cart)
which communicate between them, in order to form a community of wireless cooperation. Each element is represented by a transition (hierarchical) which presents the
services and suitable task quoted in details in what follows. As the Figure 4 shows, each node presents two
places: Net Input and Net Output which respectively pre-

ET AL.

sents the output buffers of each element and input one.
These aims of this buffers is to memorize the messages
temporarily received from network before being treated
(in the processing unit) and those emitted by the elements in the network.

4.2. Network Level
In this part, we will present the network’s model where
the sensor’s nodes interact; firstly, we are going to model
the hierarchical transition network which is represented
by the Figure 4 as a perfect network (without any disturbance) to evaluate the impact of progressive increasing of node’s number existing in this network, and thereafter, we will create a disturbance in this network to
check the robustness of allover the system.
The Figure 4 indicates the lower level of the Network:
the higher places Net input indicate the output’s buffers
of the node where the messages are stored before being
emitted in the network; these messages pass by a classification’s stage which classify them according to their
transmitting nodes before being stored in the place “message transmitted in network”. The network being perfect
(without any disturbance), then all the messages will pass
directly through the transition network (which is not simple transition) towards the buffers from exit of the network messages received thus, all the messages will be to
reclassify again according to their destination before being emitted towards the entry’s buffers of the nodes.
The network presented to the Figure 5 defines a disturbed network where there is risk of loss of message.
Each token (message), which is presented in the place

Figure 4. Global cooperation model.

Copyright © 2011 SciRes.
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(“message sent through network”) must cross the transition where it will be to assign to another place, in this
moment this token will be lost or gone, after this passage
(transition “gone”), this token enters a buffer of entry and
afterwards enters a buffer of exit to be finally in the place
“message received”.

4.3. Intelligent Product Level
As indicated in the Figure 6, each product presents some
internal and external tasks of which some conform the
centralized approach however the others follow the approach of omnipresence, each transition in this network
has a hierarchical structure described explicitly later.

Figure 5. Network model.

4.3.1. Product’s Dependence Tasks
Two tasks represented of hierarchical transition: announcement P1 and P1 configuration, illustrate the centralized approach where each IP must refer to the manager initially to announce themselves (to enter in the network and to have an ID) and also to configure themselves (to ask the manager for the safety rules).
Announcement is used to introduce a foreign product
into the community of the other intelligent products. The
need to launch out in this community requires announcement towards the manager so that this last detects it and
adds it in its database which contains the products

Figure 6. Intelligent product model.
Copyright © 2011 SciRes.
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already existing. This model manages the registration of
products that announce them self in the community by
sending continuously a CTR message to the manager.
After switching on the IP, a token (P1, Man, CTR) will
be put in the net input msg P1 place indicating this way
the fact of sending a CTR message from P1 to the manager, the transition Ack will be valid if a token (Man,
Ackctr, P1) is sent back. The absence of acknowledgement token will lead to the validation of the Ack bar
transition and the same process will be repeated over
again till haven an answer from manager.
Two tasks represented of hierarchical transition: announcement and configuration, illustrate the centralized
approach where each product must refer to the manager
initially to announce themselves (to enter in the network
and to have an ID) and also to configure themselves (to
ask the manager for the safety rules).
The configuration’s role is to provide to the IP the necessary configurations enabling him to cooperate in the
interaction community, each IP must check that it has its
safety rules (its ambient critical variable) as symbol of
safety (which are the IPs that presents a threat to him).
And ones announced the IP has to be configured by
checking if it has a safety rules and safety symbols, so in
each case the IP has to react in order to get messing feature from manager by sending a request for that.
4.3.2. Product’s Autonomic Tasks
Two other hierarchical transitions: surveillance and communication and internal surveillance, follow the distributed approach where each IP is equipped with a decision capacity (autonomy) which illustrates the concept of
reactivity.
For the internal surveillance, the IP each time collects
information from the sensor (temperature, light and moisture) and evaluates (for each variable) the safety level, so
that each time, if a dangerous level is reached, the IP
sends a rapp_D message to the manager to inform him
that one of its sensor’s variables reached a critical level
[19].
The transition surveillance and communication also illustrates the distributed intelligence by the sociability
concept. In this place the accepted messages are CMD2
and CMD4 and CMD5: received from manager (proactive concept) and RSSI messages: received from other
IPs neighborhood (sociability concept). RSSI Messages
illustrates the collaboration between IPs: each time an IP
receives a GRE message and due to a module RSSI that
IP will estimate the distance that separates it from the
sender IP. This distance is compared to two values: L_inf
and L_sup (received during the configuration).
The surveillance and communication model represented in Figure 7, also illustrates the distributed intelliCopyright © 2011 SciRes.
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gence by the concept of sociability. In this model the
accepted messages are CMD2, CMD4 and CMD5: received from manager (proactive concept) and RSSI messages: received from other products neighborhood (sociability concept). RSSI Messages illustrate the collaboration between products: each time a product receives a
GRE message and due to a module RSSI that product
will estimate the distance that separates it from the sender product. After the reception of these messages, a
knowledge base serves for treating the different messages.
For the internal surveillance model represented in
Figure 8, each time, the product collects information
from the sensors (temperature, light and moisture) and evluates (for each variables) the safety level, so that, if a
dangerous level is reached, the product sends a rapp_D
message (dangerous report) to the manager to inform
him that one of its sensor’s variables reached a critical
level [19].

Figure 7. Surveillance and communication model.
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Figure 8. Internal surveillance model.

After determining the security level, a state of the product is evaluated. If the state is average (bad), a GRE
message is sent in broadcast in which the security level is
indicated. If the state is dangerous, a rapp_M message is
sent to the manager.

4.4. Manager Level
The manager’s model can be subdivided in two parts
according to the concept characterizing the node: reactif
or pro-actif.
The manager’s reactivity [2]: when a token containing
a message arrives to the entry’s buffer of manager, this
message passes by a stage of classification according to
the nature of message (INA, CFG, NCF0, NCF1, Ack_
CMD1, NCF2, Ack_CMD3, CTR, RAPP_D, RAPP_M).
According to each message received the manager must
react either by updating his database or by sending messages to provide information to the other IPs (safety rules,
acknowledgment of the received reports ···).
Pro-activity of manager [20]: The manager anticipates
sometimes by asking randomly for the variables’s inforCopyright © 2011 SciRes.

mation of IP’s environment by sending (CMD5, CMD4
and CMD2) to a hazardous chosen IPs.
With Petri Nets, we have verified the consistency and
non-blocking states of our model. In addition, we have
simulated the cooperation between active products with
Petri Nets in terms of packets exchange and setup configuration time [19]. But the simulation becomes more difficult when the number of products becomes increasingly
important. On the other hand, we cannot estimate energy
consumption which is important in the Wireless Sensor
Network context. For these reasons, we have to use a
tool that can meet our needs as Castalia.

5. Castalia Simulation
For evaluation purposes we have implemented the IPs
model into Castalia 2.0 a state of the art WSN simulator
based on the OMNet++ platform.
Castalia is a Wireless Sensor Network (WSN) simulator based on the OMNet++ platform that can be used by
researchers and developers who wants to test their distributed algorithms and protocols within a realistic wireWSN
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less channel and radio model which takes account of the
physical characteristics of the radio [21].
Several works opted for the Castalia simulation in
fields like communication systems. [22] used Castalia/OMNET++ to demonstrate that model-based techniques (like the model checker of UPPAAL) can be used
as an alternative approach to the design and analysis of
WSNs to complement traditional simulation-based. They
compared simulation results by UPPAAL for two medical scenarios with traditional simulation techniques. The
comparison shows that their analysis results coincide
close-ly with simulation results by OMNeT++.
[23] used Castalia/OMNET++ to evaluate their solution for distributed node monitoring called DiMo (Distributed Node Monitoring in Wireless Sensor Networks),
which consists of two functions: Network topology maintenance, and Node health status monitoring.
In order to measure the responsiveness of the system,
we have created a scenario. This scenario represents an
IP of the community, which has critical value for a temperature of 200˚C. We have programmed the value of
this parameter so that it exceeds the limit at t = 200 s.
Subsequently we are going to measure the detection
time of danger by the manager after the transmission of
the critical condition of the IP. Then we are going to
measure the relative error in % (Er) is defined by:
Er  %  

t m  tr
 100
tr

of system responsiveness. As it is shown in the Figure 9,
the error on the reactivity of the system is minimal for a
period of reading sensors equal to 0.5 seconds. On the
other hand, we have studied the loss of packets based on
number of intelligent products in a warehouse 25 m × 25 m
surface and for each value of the reading period sensors
during a simulation period equal 1000s.
In the following we will fix the sensor reading period
and the period of sending messages to 0.5 s.
In our case, we fixed three aims for the simulation step
that are: reactivity: The validation of all models proposed
of supervision and communication, scalability: studying
the model behaviour in a large-scale network and energy
consumption.

5.2. Studying Reactivity
When the IP is configured, and it has the security rules, it
will start to send the salutation message (GRE).
Value is the value captured by the sensor and VMax is
threshold value for the sensor. (see Figure 10)
In the scenario of triggering alert, we simulate the
sensed value as a value initialized by 7 and it would be
after increased by 2 each sensing period. So, at 41.637 175 s
this value reaches the threshold value (14), and in this
case, it sent an ALE message on broadcast.

(8)

tm is the time of alert detection by the manager and the
very occurrence moment of the alert that is equal to 200s.
Some applications of wireless sensor networks and
primarily in the area of surveillance requires that the data
collected must reach the base station for a time limit so
that the data is useful and acceptable [24]. On the other
hand, a sensor node consumes, generally, the majority of
its energy during the exchange of data [25]. For this we
dedicate our study mainly on system responsiveness and
power consumption. To properly adjust the values of the
period readings of background values (Tcap), we made a
series of simulation.

5.1. Regulating of Reading Period Sensors
At first we changed the reading period of sensors and we
were measured the responsiveness for each value system.
To measure the responsiveness of the system, we have
created a scenario. This scenario represents a community
of IP (IP 3) which has the maximum value of ambient
setting is 200 (for temperature 200℃) and was programmed so that the value of this parameter exceeds the
limit at the t = 200 s. The following figure shows the
effect of the reading period sensors on the relative error
Copyright © 2011 SciRes.
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Figure 9. Influence of the reading period sensors on the
system reactivity.

IP: 3 Value = 7.038 390 VMax = 14.000 000
IP: 3 Value = 7.840 240 VMax = 14.000 000
IP: 3 Value = 8.806 861 VMax = 14.000 000
IP: 3 Value = 10.787 591 VMax = 14.000 000
IP: 3 Value = 11.902 659 VMax = 14.000 000
IP: 3 Value = 12.927 368 VMax = 14.000 000
IP: 3 Value = 15.015 800 VMax = 14.000 000
IP: 3 -> sent ALE from Value on BROADCAST at 41.637 175

Figure 10. Scenario of triggering alert.
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5.3. Studying Scalability
In order to verify the influence of the adding of the IPs
model in the node application under Castalia, we run multiple simulations and in each simulation, we modify the
IPs number. After that, we extract from each simulation
the probability of lost packets.
The histogram in Figure 11 shows that the probability
of lost packets exceeds 0.5 when the number of IPs in the
warehouse surpasses the 278. In addition, it exceeds 0.2
when tthe number of IPs surpasses the 38.

5.4. Energy Consumption
Resource management is of overriding importance for
Wireless Sensor Networks because the corresponding resource budgets need to be guaranteed in order to achieve
certain requirements. This is particularly true for energy
resources that are naturally limited. Our model should
respect this particularity. The Table 1 shows the value of
the spent energy for each IP in the network. When we
calculate the rate of the spent energy, we find that each
IP consumes 0.85% of its initial energy (18720 joules) in
a simulation time fixed to 1000s.

Figure 11. Influence of the number of products on the lost
packets probability.

ET AL.

ous products. We proposed an IP’s behavior model represented by hierarchical colored Petri nets. This hierarchy includes sub-models where each one allows displaying the evolution of every state of the IP (registration,
configuration, surveillance and communication and internal surveillance). With Petri Nets, we have verified the
consistency and non-blocking states of our model. Cooperation between IPs is provided by exchange of messages
in order to manage and control dynamically in real-time
the global active security level. To implement our approach, we are using self developed simulation test bed,
designed using Castalia and OMNET++ simulators. We
are currently implementing our approach in various real
time scenarios to check its adaptiveness but the success
and robustness of our model. Certainly, we only broke
the surface of the problems associated with more realistic
simulation and correspondence of real deployment data
with simulation. As perspective of this work, one will
develop an experimental platform in order to compare
these simulation results of with the experimental results.
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